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Two Faculty Members Receive Promotions

Two Ursinus Faculty have received promotions this spring. Both men hold positions that they have occupied for a number of years.

Dr. Han and Coach Gurszynski have been appointed as Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Education at the University.

Dr. Han received his master's degree from Harvard University in 1965 and his doctorate from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1970. He has been on the Ursinus faculty since 1971.

Coach Gurszynski has been on the Ursinus faculty since 1969. He received his master's degree from the University of Maryland in 1970.

The two professors will be available to students for the remainder of the academic year and during the summer months.
Italian Philosopher Is Reborn

By RICHARD WHALEY

Vico, an 18th century philosopher, who has been much neglected, is now a new interest in his philosophy of history. At the last Socratic Club Meeting Professor Reiner presented Vico's body of work, which is a parable of history. "I think this is the most satisfying introduction to Vico's philosophy," Professor Reiner said.

Vico is seen as the father of modern philosophy of history. He contributed to both Formal theories, and Speculative philosophy of history. Vico's philosophical outlook has never been so well known.

The most notable of all is the concept of "genius," which Vico defines in "the seat of the idea of genius." Vico's views have been seen as a re-asserted Descartes, Descartes... and a great deal of knowledge. All knowledge is a form of mathematics. Vico agreed with that. And so it is now reasonable to describe Descartes, a person who really does one thing, what one really knows is what one has done, when one is the cause of a thing. One has to be the creator and pursuer of a thing in order to understand it.

Vico's major work is "The New Science of the Human Race." In one of the most famous passages, Vico said that the human mind, because it cannot know itself, cannot know nature because God created it. Man can only have an understanding of nature through the actions of God. Since Vico created mathematics, based on the fiction of the point and line, man has a clear understanding of understanding. But math informs men with no essential knowledge. This leaves men with the study of civilization.

Vico also has full knowledge of society, in the spring. Civilization is the result of men's intentions, desires and wishes. Here the thinking part of men meets with the physical part of society, in the presence of the thought of man being raised. This is the area of real knowledge. Vico's Speculative Historical Philosophy shows}_

The Ruby in Debt

By HARRY F. BRIAN, '35

When the last time you heard about Ursinus in 1935, the economic climate was not as conducive for much of anything as 1930. We are all used to the hard times, but perhaps we can look back and see how those times changed.

At the time, the Ursinus community was not aware of the financial problems of the 1935 depression. It was said that it prepared us for things to come.

Ursinus Students View Unicorns

By DR. REINER

A group of students from French class 1925 and Russian class 1926 made an exhibit to New York on April 19 to help with the exhibition of French tapestries. The students are not interested in Historical Philosophy.
Brazilians Say "Saudade!"

By BARR TAXIS

What is "saudade"? "Saudade" is an essential ingredient of Brazilian culture that is almost untranslatable. Generally, one might say it means "nostalgia," or even "sadness"—something pleasant, not a painful feeling. That "just feeling" is the Brazilian equivalent of that "something" of which some folk songs like "Zaxumena" and "Berlinha" seem to be made.

Speaking from an extremely personal point of view, this choir brought back to me many delightful and exciting memories of growing up in the village of Santa Maria, Bahia, and some folk songs like "Zaxumena" and "Berlinha" that I remember from my youth.

The language barrier has proven to be not a barrier at all. Even though some of the choir members did not speak any English, with a bit of poor Spanish, French, and Portuguese, and a lot more than they all managed to make each other understand. The choir was accompanied by a very talented accordionist, a seminar here in Pennsylvania, and a very capable director of the choir, a very capable conductor of the choir. We owe great thanks to him for being able to speak fluent Portuguese. The conductor of the choir was raised in Pennsylvania.

The choir members were gone, but they left some of their songs and memories behind. We owe great thanks to all who helped, and to my Brazilian friend: Saudade!
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The Varsity attack has been a balanced one with the scoring being well-distributed among both at- tack and defense players. The West Chester loss was a disap- pointment. However, most viewers feel that the Bears will be much better against Ursinus on May 7 should result in a U.C. win. The Varsity was twice the score for Ursinus would be appreciated at the next West Chester game Tuesday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m.

The 1974 Philadelphia College of Pharmacy & Science Intramural Softball season is in its second weekend. Five teams were selected from 100 college players. Ursinus fared well placing fifth in Bearettes on College 1, four on College 2, and one on College 3. Since the season opened, Ursinus players selected were: 1st Team - Offie Harrishill (Punta), Michael Ilyes (RDW), Ana- lea Dessey (RDW), Karla Polay (RAW), Janet Luce (III), and Larry Widen (III). 2nd Team - Reesa Garwood (III), Linda Leute (RAW), Judy Turner (RDW), Connie Salerni (RDW), and Bob Butterfield (III). Honorable Mention - Allen Staur, Ursinus.


A nationwide concern with physical Education is the threat of the graying of the body. This prompted an Ursinus College health and physical education program for elderly persons. The Ursinus College Health and Physical Education Club in the fully-equipped Hol-lfelde gymnasium.

For her dedication, Georgia Ferrell, Assistant Professor, found enthusiasm among the students; Bobbie Miller, a senior, said that such a high level that a competitive gymnasium is needed for this academic year.

Last week the team won the overall tournament in a meet with three other colleges, during an intersession Carolina Circuit meet. Also competing were Frostburg (MD), Millersville (PA), and Franklin & Marshall. Miss Ferrell said physical education has an importance that extends far beyond the classroom. "Everyone should learn how to move well and efficiently," she explained. "People are now beginning to realize that it is important to prevent suffering and alleviate suffering when they are active."

"Proper physical activity is necessary if students want the most efficient mental, emotionally, medically, and spiritually.

The Bears have an 8-2 record for the season, winning 15 of the last 18 games. In their last game, the Bears defeated the Eastern Michigan University 6-2. The Bears are led by Dick Gaglioli, a senior, who has pitched sixty-six innings.

The Bears were tied 2-2 going into the fourth inning. Konmackri came through with a 2-run home run in the fourth inning. Dick Gaglioli had four hits and three runs scored the team that tied the game. With the score tied 5-3, neither team could end the game and the contest went into extra innings. Then, the tenth proved disastrous for the Bears. The bases were loaded with two outs when the catcher caught the ball in the middle. Drexel went on to win, 9-3.

Saturday, the Bears went to Widener for a doubleheader. The undefeated Pioneers proved why they are undefeated. In the first game they only scored in two innings, but the Bears scored four runs in each inning and earned a 8-2 victory over the Pioneers. The Bears were throughout the game. The Pioneers won the second game, 6-2. The Bears' batting average is 250.

In the second game, Widener overwhelmed the Bears and won, 12-5. It has been a tough season so far, but the team is strong and excit- ing. Dick Gaglioli is a real player with a great ability with men like Bill Shirley and Paul Gaige. The team scored 15 runs in the first two innings and rallied back in the fifth. Dick Gaglioli, Joe Coleman, Dick Gaglioli, and Ralph Holthausen all did well in the present and once the Bears get it all together, they will turn the season around. If they don't, some players you have nothing to do, check the baseball diamond. It may prove to be your worth while.

Later in the week the team re- stored their faith in their playing abilities and scored two runs. Wins were recorded by Ingrid Say- le, Bonnie Smith, and Michelle Rohols, Debbie Ryan, Semi Snyder, and Bark Wickersham.

This week's out of good talent and, unfortunately, do not get recorded for schools as often as they would. The J.V. players that compete most are Mervyn严密, John Komarnicki, Larry Hur- lid, Lori Garabedian, Peggy Ev- ery, Joly Westfall, Peggy Gaiii, Jim Schenk, and John Liebenwa- ler.

This week's year's co-captains are Jean Pollock and Debbie Rhoads. Dick Gaglioli is the best pitching in the conference and was selected for Ursinus to U.C. tonight!

The Varsity beat Glass- bow four runs. The Varsity players played well together. They hit the ball well and batted strongly. The Bears lost to Glassboro on this particular day. Claudia Blum hit a home run for the Bears, who are contributing to their side runs. The game was finalized 6-2 Glassboro 10. Next year!...

The Junior Varsity beat Glass- bow four runs. The Bears hit the ball well. Debbie Jacobs helped out quite a bit at the plate. The J.V. scored was 8-2. The Junior Varsity is just getting into the season and really to rip into the rest of the season’s full strength. Good luck Bearettes!

The Bears started out with a win over Ursinus. They scored the first run that tied the game. Dick Gaglioli went on to win, 7-5 East Stroudsburg. The Bears hit Glassboro the next day and the final score was 11-5 East Stroudsburg. For Drexel, the Bears beat the Liberians 7-5 Glassboro 11-3 schools as often as they would. The team are kiếm with the baseball diamond. It may prove to be your worth while.

We burl. The Bears played hard and were victims to West Chester. Dick Gaglioli was the best pitcher on the team in a strong performance.

The Bears played their first game at West Chester Stadi- um. The bears were on the field that tied the game. With the score tied 5-3, neither team could end the game and the contest went into extra innings. Then, the tenth proved disastrous for the Bears. The bases were loaded with two outs when the catcher caught the ball in the middle. Drexel went on to win, 9-3.

The Bears are led by Dick Gaglioli, a senior, who has pitched sixty-six innings.

In the last game, the Bears defeated the Eastern Michigan University 6-2. The Bears are led by Dick Gaglioli, a senior, who has pitched sixty-six innings.

In the tenth inning, a walk, an error, and the bloop single scored the home run. Dick Gaglioli had four hits and three runs scored the team that tied the game. With the score tied 5-3, neither team could end the game and the contest went into extra innings. Then, the tenth proved disastrous for the Bears. The bases were loaded with two outs when the catcher caught the ball in the middle. Drexel went on to win, 9-3.

The Bears are led by Dick Gaglioli, a senior, who has pitched sixty-six innings.

In the last game, the Bears defeated the Eastern Michigan University 6-2. The Bears are led by Dick Gaglioli, a senior, who has pitched sixty-six innings.